Late Season Winter Storm

Heavy Snow North, Rain South
Northern portions of the area may get over 6" of Snow

This evening through Friday morning
A tight gradient of snowfall amounts can be expected. Forecast certainty is lowest near this gradient.
Be prepared for slow travel during the Friday morning commute

Message of the Day:

✓ Heavy snow is expected for portions of central/north central IL. 4-8 inches is expected in some locations with locally higher amounts possible. A Winter Storm Warning is in effect for these locations.
✓ Snowfall rates may reach or exceed an inch per hour at times late this evening and overnight.
✓ A very sharp cutoff in snow will occur within about a county width.

Important Forecast Changes

NEW Winter Storm Warning is in effect for Fulton, Knox, Stark, Peoria, Marshall, and Woodford counties. A Winter Weather Advisory is in effect for McLean and Tazewell counties.